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Abstract: Compared to a photovoltaic array, a photovoltaic/thermal concentrator module can pro-
duce thermal power for various productions in downstream cycles in addition to electrical energy.
In this study, the system for the combined production of electricity, heat and cooling based on a
photovoltaic/thermal concentrator has been evaluated. In this triple production system, a lithium
bromide-water absorption chiller with a cooling capacity of 5 kW was used. In the organic Rankine
power generation cycle, the annual exergy rate of the incoming stream was almost 48 MWh, the
annual production exergy rate was about 54.4 MWh and the annual exergy destruction rate was
~43.1 MWh. According to the results, the freshwater production rate of the desalination plant was
approximately 56.7 m3/year; the lowest month was 3.8 m3 in November.

Keywords: concentration photovoltaic/thermal; organic Rankine cycle; absorption refrigeration;
membrane distillation; exergy

1. Introduction

Energy consumption is increasing due to the increase in population, the expansion of
cities and the improvement in the quality of life. On the other hand, the rapid consumption
of energy has led to the uncontrolled release of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases,
as well as global warming. In addition, the water crisis is one of the problems facing
mankind in the last century, along with the energy crisis. Due to the increasing growth of
energy consumption, the increase in greenhouse gases and the water crisis, the tendency
to use renewable energy has increased, and among renewable energies, solar energy has
received more attention. One of the most important applications of solar energy is its
conversion into electrical energy using photovoltaic cells. Among the different technologies
of photovoltaic cells, concentrating photovoltaic cells have attracted the attention of many
large companies in the field of photovoltaics as a suitable alternative to conventional photo-
voltaic cells. Increasing the temperature of photovoltaic systems reduces their performance,
so heat removal from photovoltaic systems is desirable to increase their efficiency. Due to
the high thermal power produced in these systems due to the concentration of radiation on
photovoltaic cells, the waste heat from photovoltaic modules is used to produce hot water,
for power generation using the rockin’ cycle and for freshwater production using water
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softeners. Membrane distillation, cooling production using absorption refrigeration sys-
tems and also heating have been considered. The combination of photovoltaic systems with
the organic Rankine cycle, while reducing the operating temperature of the photovoltaic
system, also leads to the production of additional electricity. In this combined system, there
is an optimal temperature in which the total electricity produced by the combined system
is maximum. In the study carried out by Meltams and Roshan Del [1], a combined and
modified photovoltaic system using a Rankine cycle thermal concentrator was simulated
and the efficiency temperature of the photovoltaic system was determined for different
efficiencies of this system. This research showed that increasing the nominal efficiency of
the photovoltaic system leads to choosing a lower temperature as its optimal temperature.
Rahbar et al. [2], used a combined nanofluid-based thermal concentrator photovoltaic
system with the organic Rankine cycle for heat recovery and also used r233z working fluid
in the organic Rankine cycle. In this study, they compared the aforementioned combined
system with the combined thermal concentrator system based on the working fluid and
found that the electrical, thermal and total efficiency were 1.85%, 3.3% and 5.1%, respec-
tively, and the values of these parameters increased compared to the concentrator combined
system with water as the working fluid and the total efficiency increased by 2.71% com-
pared to the concentrator combined system. Albaik et al. [3], developed a solar-driven
adsorption-ORC system, which was proposed by considering different homogenizer types
(reflective, refractive and coated refractive) in the CPV/T. The cells operated at a higher
optical performance and outlet water temperature compared to the literature. The results of
each subsystem in the integrated system were also experimentally validated. An MJSC that
can be operated up to a temperature of 110 ◦C was used in order to maximize the cooling
water temperature that can be extracted as a thermal power from the cells.

Noorollahi et al. [4], in their study aimed to investigate the technical and economic
aspects of a hybrid concentrated photovoltaic thermal/organic Rankine cycle (CPV/T-ORC)
system for the simultaneous generation of power and heat in the summer and winter sea-
sons. In another study, a new combined photovoltaic concentrator/membrane desalination
system was proposed for the simultaneous production of sweet water electricity by Elmin-
shawi et al. [5]. The results showed that the combined system was able to convert 83% of the
Sun’s radiation into useful output and improve the production power of the concentrating
photovoltaic joule by 26.6% compared to the module without a cooling system. In the study
conducted by Heng et al. [6], a combined photovoltaic thermal concentrator system with a
low concentration coefficient/water-lithium bromide absorption refrigeration system was
investigated. In this study, experiments were carried out to investigate the effect of the
parameters for the inlet hot water temperature, cooling water mass flow rate and cooling
water mass flow rate on the performance coefficient of the absorption refrigeration system,
and relations were presented to calculate the performance coefficient and cooling coeffi-
cient according to the above parameters. Buonomano et al. [7], presented a new dynamic
simulation model for heating and cooling systems with concentrator photovoltaic and flat
plate collectors in the Matlab @R2021b software. They investigated the energy, economic
and environmental aspects of the system based on absorption chiller technologies. The
analysis was focused on office and residential buildings in different European climate zones.
Mohammad Rabia et al. [8], performed thermal analysis of a combined photovoltaic heat
concentrator system with a high concentration coefficient/membrane distillation water
desalination for the simultaneous production of power and freshwater in coastal areas. The
results showed that in sunlight with a concentration ratio of 1000, the cooling water flow
should be more than 150 g/min so that the maximum temperature of the photovoltaic cell
does not exceed 349 K. In these conditions, the electrical and thermal power produced was
177 and 308 watts, respectively. Moalleman et al. [9], simulated the performance of the
simultaneous heating, cooling and power generation system based on the thermal concen-
trator photovoltaic system with the linear Fresnel collector in the TRNSYS18 software. In
this triple production system, a lithium bromide-water absorption chiller with a cooling
capacity of 5 kW was used. They compared the concentrator photovoltaic system with
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a conventional photovoltaic system and it was concluded that the conventional system
cannot provide the thermal energy required for cooling. Due to the high production thermal
power of the concentrator photovoltaic system and also the high temperature of the cooling
fluid output from the system, this system can be used for the simultaneous production of
power, cooling and freshwater. This issue encouraged the authors to analyze the combined
photovoltaic system made up of a heat concentrator, organic Rankine power generation
cycle, absorption cooling and membrane distillation desalination from the point of view of
energy and exergy in the transient state, a study that has not been conducted so far. In the
following, the combined description system and the governing equations from the point of
view of energy and exergy for the system are presented and, at the end, the results from
the simulation of this system are presented.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. System Description

As shown in Figure 1, the desired hybrid system consists of a thermal concentrator
photovoltaic module, a storage tank, an organic Rankine cycle, an absorption cooling cycle
and a membrane distillation desalination plant. In the proposed system, the thermal con-
centrator photovoltaic module (CPV/T) is able to produce thermal and electrical energies.
The desired module is based on a parabolic trough collector. The thermal energy obtained
from this module is stored in a storage tank to be directed to the organic Rankine cycle
(ORC) if needed. The organic Rankine cycle produces electrical energy under a Rankine
process using an organic fluid. The waste heat from the ORC is directed to an absorption
cooling cycle and then to a membrane distillation desalination plant in two stages to pro-
duce cooling load and freshwater, respectively. Therefore, the proposed hybrid energy
system can generate electric power, cooling and heating loads, and freshwater. The Matlab
and EES Pro 10.561 software are employed to simulate the offered energy system.

In the following, the modeling of the different parts of the combined system are discussed.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed hybrid energy system.

2.2. Governing Equations

In this section, the energy and exergy equations for each part of the described combined
system are presented.

2.2.1. Concentration Photovoltaic/Thermal
Energy Equations

Since multi-connection cells are used in concentrator photovoltaic panels, the electrical
performance of these types of panels is affected by a factor called the thermal factor, which
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is used to calculate this factor using Equation (1). The maximum power temperature
coefficient is in the functional focus, which is equal to 0.0012 [10]:

TF = 1 − γ× (TC − TSTC) (1)

To calculate the temperature of the TC cells, Equation (2) is used, in which the special
thermal coefficient of the concentrator is equal to 6% [10]:

TC = Ta + a × IbT (2)

In Equation (2), IbT is the direct solar radiation. The ideal electrical energy produced
by each multi-junction solar cell can be calculated using Equation (3) [10]:

Pid = IbT × Acell × X × ηcell (3)

In this regard, the efficiency of the cell in standard conditions is calculated by
Equation (4), and the area of each solar cell is in square meters, and the effective x-axis is
calculated using Equation (5) [11]:

ηcell = 0.298 + 0.014 × LnC + (−0.000715 + 0.0000697 × LnC)× (Tc − 25 °C) (4)

X = ηOpt∗C (5)

In Equations (4) and (5), C is the geometric concentration coefficient of the concentra-
tor system, which is obtained from Equation (6), and subscript Opt refers to the optical
efficiency of the concentrator, which can be extracted from the catalog of the concentrator.
The value of this parameter is equal to 0.85 [11]:

C =
Aaperture

Acell
(6)

Note that the desired thermal concentrator photovoltaic module is based on a parabolic
trough collector. The schematic diagram of a parabolic trough collector is portrayed in
Figure 2. A parabolic trough collector is a linear focus solar collector, basically composed of
a parabolic trough shaped concentrator that reflects direct solar radiation onto a receiver
or absorber tube. The concentration ratio of these collectors is in the range of 10–85. (The
energy, exergy, environmental and economic comparison of various solar thermal systems
using water and Thermia Oil B base fluids, and CuO and Al2O3 nanofluids.)
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In Equation (6), Aaperture is the area of the opening. By combining Equations (1)–(6),
the electrical energy produced by each cell is obtained as follows [11]:

P = IbT × Acell × ηcell × ηOpt × C × TF × SF (7)
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To calculate the real energy of this system, the power of the pump, the detector and
the efficiency of the inverter must be reduced from this value, which is called parasitic loss
and is calculated using Equation (8):

Ppar = 0.023 × Acell × C × ηcell × IbT (8)

Finally, the real electrical energy can be obtained as follows:

Preal = P − Ppar (9)

Equation (10) estimates the ideal thermal energy of the module [11]:

Qth.id =
(

1 − ηpv

)
× ηopt × C × (IbT × F)× Acell × ncell (10)

In Equation (10), according to the non-ideal detector system, the F factor applied is
equal to 0.9. The overall efficiency of the concentrator photovoltaic system and the thermal
coefficient of the power can be calculated from the following relations [11]:

ηpv = ηcell × ηmod × kt (11)

kt = 1 + σt × (Tc − 25) (12)

In addition, the solar rays that reach the three junction cells have heat loss, which can
be calculated according to Equation (13) [11]:

Qth,loss =
[
hc × (Tc − Ta) + εσ

(
T4

c − T4
a

)]
× Acell × ncell (13)

In this regard, the coefficient of heat transfer is different from one place to another.
Now, the actual thermal energy produced can be calculated using Equation (14):

Qth,real = Qth,id − Qth,loss (14)

Exergy Equations

In Equation (15), the exergy of solar radiation is given [12].

EXsol = AcollG

[
1 +

1
3

(
To

Tsun

)4
− 4

3
T
(

To

Tsun

)]
(15)

Equation (16) shows the exergy difference between the output and input current of
the solar collector.

EXcoll =
.

mcollC
[
(Tout − Tin)− To ln

(
Tout

Tin

)]
(16)

The Equation (17) shows the exergy efficiency of the solar concentrator [12].

ψ =
EXcoll
EXsol

(17)

2.3. Rankine Cycle
Energy Equations

Figure 3 shows a schematic of an organic Rankin cycle.
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The work produced in the turbine in this cycle is obtained from Equation (18) [13].

WT =
.

m(h3 − h4) (18)

The exergy efficiency of the evaporator and the condenser can be calculated by dividing
the exergy obtained by the cold flow to the exergy supplied by the hot flow, according to
Equations (19) and (20).

ηev =

.
mr(e2 − e6)
.

ms(e1 − e2)
= 1 −

.
Iev

.
E1 −

.
E2

(19)

ηcon =

.
mw(e8 − e7)

.
mr(e4 − e5)

= 1 −
.
Icon

.
E4 −

.
E5

(20)

The exergy efficiency of the cycle is calculated from the ratio of the output network to
the total exergy supplied, according to Equation (21).

ηex,cyc =

.
Wnet,out

.
Ein

=

.
Wnet,out

.
ms[h1 − h2 − To(s1 − s2)]

(21)

The exergy destruction of the whole system can be calculated according to the
Equation (22), and in fact, it is the sum of the exergy destruction of all the Sigel com-
ponents [13].

.
Icyc =

.
Iev +

.
IT +

.
Icon +

.
Ipump (22)

2.4. Absorption Cooling Cycle
2.4.1. Energy Equations

Figure 4 shows a schematic of a single effect absorption refrigeration system.
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By completing the total mass conservation equation and the lithium bromide mass
conservation equation in the absorber and using the concentrations obtained for the con-
centrated and dilute solution, the mass flow rate of the dilute solution entering and the
concentrated solution leaving the absorber is obtained.

.
m1 =

.
m6 +

.
m10 (23)

.
m1X1 =

.
m6X6 (24)

In the above equation, X is the mass ratio of lithium bromide in a concentrated solution
(a solution with a higher amount of water) and X1 is the mass ratio of lithium bromide in a
dilute solution (a solution with a lower amount of water). Using relations (25) and (26), the
temperatures of points 3 and 5 are obtained.

T3 = Tabs + EL
X1Cp4

X6Cp1

(
Tgen − Tabs

)
(25)

T5 = Tgen + EL
(
Tgen − Tabs

)
(26)

After obtaining the enthalpy of the refrigerant at point 7, using its temperature and
pressure, the amount of heat produced in the condenser is obtained from Equation (27).

.
Qcon =

.
m7(h7 − h8) (27)

The required heat of the generator is obtained from the following equation:

.
Qgen =

.
m7h7 +

.
m4h4 −

.
m3h3 (28)

Also, the heat produced in the Bernese absorber is obtained from Equation (29).

.
Qabs =

.
m10h10 +

.
m6h6 −

.
m1h1 (29)
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By obtaining the enthalpy of the solution at point 2, the required power of the pump
is obtained from Equation (30).

Qpupmp =
.

m1(h2 − h1) (30)

Finally, the coefficient of performance of the absorption chiller is calculated from
Equation (31) [14].

COP =

.
Qeva

.
Qgen + Wpump

(31)

2.4.2. Exergy Equations

In Table 1, the exergy balance equations for each part of the absorption chiller are
given.

Table 1. Exergy balance equations for the absorption cooling cycle components.

Components Equations

Generator EXdGe =
.
EX3 +

.
EX13 −

.
EX4 −

.
EX7 −

.
EX14

Evaporator EXdEva =
.
EX9 +

.
EX11 −

.
EX10 −

.
EX12

Condenser EXdCon =
.
EX7 +

.
EX8 − Qcon

(
1 − To

Tamb

)
Absorber EXdAbs

=
.
EX6 +

.
EX10 −

.
EX8 − QAbs

(
1 − To

Tamb

)
Heat exchanger EXdShx

=
.
EX4 +

.
EX2 −

.
EX5 −

.
EX3

Pump EXdShx
=

.
EX1 +

.
EX2 − Wpump

Cooling system expansion valve EXdrev,v =
.
EX8 +

.
EX9

Pressure relief valve EXdsev,v =
.
EX5 +

.
EX6

2.5. Distillation System
2.5.1. Energy Equations

In this section, the distillation equations for the membrane distillation will be presented.
Figure 5 is a schematic representation of a membrane distillation desalination system.
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The transferred heat, thermal resistance and input and output parameters of each
channel are shown in Figure 4. The first thermal resistance is the displacement thermal re-
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sistance in the evaporator channel. The relation (32) shows the corresponding heat transfer.

.
QE = hE

(
TEi + TE0

2
− TMe

)
(32)

In this regard, the heat transfer coefficient in the evaporator channel is the temperature
of the membrane surface in the evaporator channel. Heat (PM) is transferred in two ways,
conduction and latent heat [15].

.
QM =

kM

δM

(
TMs − TMp

)
+ jphfg (33)

In Equation (33), hf,g is the enthalpy of water evaporation and km, δM are the con-
ductivity coefficient and membrane thickness, respectively. JP is the mass transfer rate
of permeated water (freshwater passing through the membrane) per unit area of the
membrane. Also, Tmp is the temperature of the membrane surface in the distance of the
infiltration flow. The rate of heat transfer in the distance of the infiltration flow is obtained
using Equation (34):

.
QPG =

1
δPG
2kPG

(
TMp − TPG

)
(34)

In Equation (34), δPG is the size of the infiltration flow distance and
.

mPG is the con-
ductivity coefficient of the infiltration flow distance. By solving the above equations and
calculating the values of

.
qPG, Jp, TMp, TPG, TMe, TCo, TEo, it can be written:

.
mEo =

.
mEi −

.
mPG =

.
mEi − JpAM (35)

SEo =

.
mEiSEi

.
mEo

(36)

In the equations above,
.

mEo,
.

mPG are the mass rates of fluid at the outlet of the
evaporator and the total mass rate of infiltrating freshwater in the distance of the infiltrating
flow, respectively. Also, AM is the area of the membrane. SEo, and SEi are the water salinity
at the inlet and outlet of the evaporator channel, respectively.

2.5.2. Exergy Equations

The exergy of the saltwater mixture is obtained from the following equations [16]:

EX = (h − h∗)− T0(s − s∗) + mfs

(
µ0 − µ∗

)
+ mfW

(
µ0 − µ∗

)
(37)

EXdist = (min,kEXin,k)− (mout,kEXout,k) +

(
(Qloss)

(
1 − To

Te−c

))
(38)

3. Results
3.1. Concentration Photovoltaic/Thermal System

The results on the amount of electricity produced, the amount of electricity consumed
and the amount of useful electrical energy are shown on a monthly basis in Figure 6. As
can be seen, the amount of electricity produced varies between 4 and 9 megawatt hours per
month. The amount of thermal exergy, exergy of lost heat and exergy of useful heat are
shown on a monthly basis in Figure 7. As can be seen, the amount of monthly heat exergy
varies between 2.6 to 3.8 MWh and the amount of useful heat exergy varies between 4 to
6.9 MWh.
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Figure 6. The amount of electricity produced, the amount of electricity consumed and the amount of
monthly useful electrical energy in the city of Kerman.
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Figure 7. Thermal exergy, lost heat exergy and monthly useful heat exergy in Kerman city.

3.2. Organic Rankine Cycle

In Figure 8, the amount of exergy of the incoming flow (fuel exergy), exergy of the
outgoing flow (product exergy) and destroyed exergy are shown for the months of the year.

According to the figure, the highest amount of monthly exergy of the incoming flow
is 5.1 MWh in May and the lowest monthly exergy of the incoming flow is 3.28 MWh in
February, also the highest amount of destroyed monthly exergy is 1.41 MWh in May and
the lowest amount of destroyed monthly exergy is 0.79 MWh. In Figure 9, the exergy level
of the Sigel single-effect lithium-bromide absorption cooling components are shown for the
months of the year.
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Figure 8. Amount of exergy of the incoming flow, exergy of the outgoing flow and destroyed exergy
for the months of the year.
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Figure 9. The exergy level of the Sigel single-effect lithium-bromide absorption cooling components
for the months of the year.

According to the figure, the monthly exergy amount of the heat exchanger changes
from 22.9 to 190.1 kWh, which is the highest in May and the lowest in November and
December. Also, the average monthly exergy of the generator is 22.9 and 33.2 kWh,
respectively. In addition, the amount of monthly exergy of the evaporator changes from
85 to 120 kWh and the amount of monthly exergy of the condenser changes from 80.2 to
115.50 kWh.

3.3. Desalination System

In Figure 10, the amount of freshwater produced and the heat taken by the desalination
plant are shown for the months of the year.
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Figure 10. The amount of freshwater produced and the heat taken by the desalination plant for the
months of the year.

According to the figure, the freshwater production rate of the desalination plant
is approximately 56.7 m3/year; the lowest was 3.8 m3 in November. Obviously, in the
months when high solar radiation is available, higher thermal energy can be fed into the
desalination unit to produce freshwater.

In Figure 11, the amount of total exergy, evaporator exergy and condenser exergy are
shown for the months of the year.
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Figure 11. Total exergy, evaporator exergy and condenser exergy for the months of the year.

According to the figure, the monthly exergy amount of the condenser changes from
125.8 to 178 kWh, which is the highest in May and the lowest in February, and its monthly
average is 151.8 kWh. Energy systems based on solar technologies basically have a high
exergy destruction rate, because a small share of incoming solar energy can be converted
into useful energy (electricity and/or heat). According to the literature (Ma et al. 2022) [17],
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in solar energy-driven systems, the rate of exergy destruction can increase with the increase
of solar radiation. For this reason, in the months of the year when solar radiation is higher
than other months, the exergy destruction rates of the components as well as the overall
exergy destruction rate are higher (see Figures 9 and 11).

4. Conclusions

In this study, a combined thermal concentrator photovoltaic system, organic Rankine
power generation cycle, water/lithium and bromide absorption cooling system and mem-
brane distillation desalination system were investigated. The useful electrical energy of the
combined photovoltaic system is 76.74 MWh. In the organic Rankine power generation
cycle, the annual exergy rate of the incoming stream is 48 MWh, the annual production
exergy rate is 54.4 MWh and the annual destroyed exergy rate is 43.1 MWh. Moreover, the
annual energy yield of the cycle is 65.10% and the annual exergy yield is 95.52%. In the
absorption refrigeration cycle, the efficiency of the cycle is 72% and its exergy efficiency is
57.17%. The amount of heat taken by the water desalination in the year is 52.62 MWh and
also the amount of destroyed exergy of the evaporator is 49.4 MWh, the condenser is 1.83
MWh and also the amount of destroyed exergy is 32.6 MWh. The amount of freshwater
produced in the year is 56.7 m3, the output ratio is 41.3 and the recovery ratio is 57.2.
In general, for the combined system, thermal efficiency and exergy efficiency has been
obtained, 75% and 93.72%, respectively.
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Nomenclature

A Area (m2)
a Temperature coefficient
C Concentration ratio
EX Exergy rate (kW)
e Specific exergy
F Fill factor
h Specific enthalpy (kJ/kg)
IbT Direct solar radiation (W/m2)
JP Mass transfer rate
km Conductivity coefficient
.

m Mass flow rate (kg/s)
n Cells number
P Power (kW)
.

Q Heat transfer rate (kW)
s Specific entropy (kJ/kg·K)
T Temperature (◦C)

.
W Work (kW)
X Solution concentration ratio
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Greek symbols
δm Membrane thickness
η Thermal efficiency (%)
ψ Exergy efficiency (%)
Subscripts
a ambient
abs absorber
c cell
coll collector
con condenser
ev evaporator
gen generator
id ideal
in inlet
opt optical
out outlet
par parasitic loss
sol solar
T turbine
Abbreviations
ARS Absorption refrigeration system
COP Coefficient of performance
CPV/T Concentrator photovoltaic/thermal
EES Engineering equation solver
MD Membrane desalination
ORC Organic Rankine cycle
PTC Parabolic trough collector
SF Solar fraction
TF Thermal factor
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